Opening of the Forum  
- Chair of the Forum  
- WADA Representative  

Testing:  
- How do you execute the Testing Distribution Plan (TDP)? Do you push NADOs/MCRs to test as per TDP? Why do some NADOs follow and execute their TDP and why do some struggles? What are the issues? What are the solutions?  
- Athletes’ whereabouts – how do you get it? What issues do you face when getting this information?  
- 1 Testing Orders (TO) – what information do you get from NADOs? Do you get the names of athletes to be tested in advance and prepare the TO when it's time? Or do you send a semi-filled TO to the MCR for execution, and request names at that time?  
- What else can be done to facilitate the execution of TDP?

Outcomes of the RADO staff meeting in Sydney, September 2022:  
- RADOs small group discussion (4x3 RADOs per group). The topics to discuss are in the meeting outcomes. The document is attached.  
- RADO professional development – core skills needed for the position.

CCQ – do RADOs have everything to support countries who delegate part of their programs? (This includes documents, policies and processes for testing, RM, TUE and etc.)

ADAMS Next Gen: Do you have any issue with it? Do you need training? Did you receive any complaints from your MCRs?

Other business  
- Outstanding issues  
- Date of Next RADOs Forum & Chair